Introduction Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most frequent and aggressive primary tumor of the central nervous system, accounting for over 50% of all primary malignant gliomas arising in the adult brain. Even after surgical resection, adjuvant radiotherapy (RT) and temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy, as well as tumor-treating fields, the median survival is only 15-20 months. We have identified a pathogenic mechanism that contributes to the tumor-induced immunosuppression in the form of increased indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase 1 (IDO1) expression; an enzyme that metabolizes the essential amino acid, tryptophan (Trp), into kynurenine (Kyn). However, real-time measurements of IDO1 activity has yet to become mainstream in clinical protocols for assessing IDO1 activity in GBM patients. Methods Pre-treatment and on-treatment α-[
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Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common malignant primary brain tumor in adults [1] . The standard of care management for newly diagnosed GBM includes surgery, radiation, temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy, and tumor treating fields [2, 3] . For recurrent or progressive disease, the optimal management is less clearly defined [4] . Therapies for progressive GBM are being actively investigated. The role of immunotherapies for progressive disease is an area of particularly intense exploration [5, 6] .
With respect to the increasing prevalence of testing immunotherapeutic strategies in clinical trials for cancer patients, there have been a number of challenges associated with the interpretation of radiographic imaging and its relevance to the patient's responsiveness to treatment efficacy [7] . Contemporary criteria have been developed to address this problem, including the Immune Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (iRANO) [8] . This approach utilizes post-contrast and T2/FLAIR MRI sequences. Advancements of imaging modalities that distinguish a specific response due to treatment, versus the non-specific contributions due to disease progression, would be of particularly high value for patients with intracranial tumors and treated with immunotherapy. Accordingly, an early confirmation that a patient was responding to an immunotherapeutic modality would prevent the unnecessary continuation of ineffective treatments, even while the patients may undergo progressive worsening according to conventional imaging results and/ or symptoms associated with clinical worsening.
The enzyme, indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase (IDO1), is an attractive immunologic target for the treatment of GBM due to its high level of expression [9] and potently immunosuppressive activity [10] . IDO1 converts tryptophan (Trp) into kynurenine (Kyn), and depletion of Trp [11] or the accumulation of Kyn, have been demonstrated to suppress T cell effector functions and/or increase conversion of naïve CD4 + T cells into FoxP3 + regulatory T cells (Tregs) [12] . In animal models, the genetic suppression of IDO1 in mouse GBM cells leads to the loss of intra-glioma Treg accumulation and a substantial long-term T cell-mediated survival benefit [10, 13] . The oral IDO1 pathway inhibitor, indoximod (D1-MT), has been assessed for its safety when used in conjunction with cytotoxic chemotherapy [14] . Co-administration of indoximod with TMZ has demonstrated a synergistic survival benefit in mouse models with intracranial brain tumors [13, 15] , and this approach is under clinical investigation in progressive high-grade glioma patients [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The preclinical validation that, IDO1 enzyme inhibitors possess beneficial survival effects [21] coupled with the high safety and tolerability of this drug class among early-phase clinical trials [22, 23] , has stimulated the development of imaging approaches that quantify tryptophan uptake activity. One such approach involves the study of α-[
11 C]-methyl-l-Trp (AMT), a tryptophan analog that allows for quantification of tryptophan metabolism [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . The uptake of AMT can be detected in both contrast-enhancing and biopsy-proven nonenhancing tumor [31, 32] . Positron emission tomography of AMT uptake rates are suggestive of a correlation with intratumoral IDO1 expression as confirmed by the analysis of post-treatment resected tissue [33] . In progressive GBM patients evaluated with the AMT-PET method, a higher intratumoral AMT rate of uptake was associated with shorter survival [34] . The conclusions of Kamson et al. are based on the analysis of a single time point for each patient, although serial imaging of tumor for assessing the response to therapy has been reported in a limited number of patients [35] . Here, we report the initial results from a multi-time point AMT-PET imaging study for three GBM patients, with imaging prior to-and while on-treatment with the IDO1 pathway inhibitor, indoximod.
Methods

Clinical studies
We conducted a prospective pilot study of AMT-PET imaging in patients with recurrent or progressive GBM treated with the Trp mimetic, indoximod, in a phase 1/2 clinical trial. For patients who were enrolled in the phase II portion of the trial, additional AMT-PET imaging, prior to treatment initiation and after ~ 2 months on therapy, was offered. Standard MRI for formal treatment evaluation was obtained at baseline and every 2 months thereafter. Treatment consisted of oral indoximod 1200 mg twice daily provided with concurrent TMZ 150 mg/m 2 (5/28 days). The clinical trial was listed at clinicaltrials.gov under the identifier NCT02052648. The imaging study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of Chicago and Wayne State University. All patients provided informed consent for participation in the trial and separate informed consents were received for individuals desiring additional AMT-PET imaging study.
PET imaging acquisition
AMT-PET studies were performed using a GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanner with a 15 cm field of view which generates 47 image planes with a slice thickness of 3 mm. The reconstructed image resolution is 7.5 ± 0.4 mm (isotropic), and images from this scanner were iteratively reconstructed (2 iterations, 16 subsets, 8 mm axial smoothing). AMT tracer was synthesized using a standard method [36] . A previously described scanning procedure was utilized [31] . Patients fasted for 6 h prior to AMT PET to facilitate a low plasma concentration of Trp and other large neutral amino acids. A venous line was established for injection of AMT (0.1 mCi/kg) as a slow bolus. A second venous line was established for collection of timed blood samples (0.5 mL/sample, collected at 0, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min after AMT injection). Blood radioactivity data was used for Patlak graphical analysis (see below).
Following injection of AMT, a 20 min dynamic PET scan of the heart was performed (sequence: 12 × 10 s, 3 × 60 s, and 3 × 300 s) in 2D-mode to obtain left ventricular (LV) blood input function. Continuation of blood input function beyond the initial 20 min was then achieved using venous blood samples obtained during brain scanning. Twenty-five minutes after tracer injection, a 5 min CT scan of the brain was followed by a 35 min dynamic emission, high-sensitivity 3D PET scan of the brain (7 × 5 min). Measured attenuation correction, scatter, and decay correction were applied to all PET images. Plasma
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samples were obtained and counted in a NaI well counter, cross-calibrated to the PET scanner, in order to obtain the blood input function.
PET image analysis
Co-registration of PET and MRI image volumes
Multimodal image co-registration and analysis were performed utilizing 3D Slicer software (http://www.slice r.org) [37, 38] . Images were co-registered with pre-and postcontrast axial T1 MR images, T2 and FLAIR images using the Fast Rigid Registration module [39] . Fused images were automatically resliced and resampled. MRI abnormalities on the post-contrast images were delineated semi-automatically, and the volumes of interest (VOI) were used for quantitative assessment of AMT uptake and kinetic parameters.
Quantitative assessment of AMT tumor uptake
In all three patients, the tumoral AMT uptake in VOIs, defined on the contrast-enhanced MRI, were characterized by standardized uptake values (SUVs). The SUV calculation relates tracer concentration in tissue to the dose injected and the subject's mass [40] [SUV = tissue concentration in ROI (uCi/cc)/injected dose per weight (mCi/kg)]. Since all subjects received the same injected dose based upon weight (0.1 mCi/kg), the SUV images were directly obtained by averaging dynamic brain image sequence obtained 30-55 min after tracer injection, during which time metabolic product is the highest. Tumoral SUVs were normalized by dividing their values by SUV measured in normal contralateral cortex, thus creating a tumor/cortex SUV ratio. Based on our previous studies, SUV tumor/cortex ratios 1.65 and above are consistent with recurrent GBM (rGBM) [28, 34] .
In patient 2, where full kinetic PET data and blood data were available for both pre-and on-treatment AMT-PET images, we also performed tracer kinetic analysis by using a Patlak graphical analysis, as described before [31, 32, 41] . This analysis yields the AMT K value (among other parameters), and the calculated k 3 value, parameters used as an imaging correlate of tracer trapping and tumoral conversion of Trp via the Kyn pathway [24, 33, 42] .
Comparison of AMT uptake between baseline and follow-up AMT-PET images
Baseline and follow-up (post-treatment) AMT-PET images were co-registered, together with corresponding (clinically acquired) 3 T MR images, obtained within 1 week of the PET images. VOIs created on the baseline images were transferred to the post-treatment images to ensure that AMT uptake and kinetic parameters were measured repeatedly in the same tumor volume for comparison. AMT SUVs and tumor/cortex SUV ratios, as well as K and K ratios (for patient #2), were calculated from both the baseline and post-treatment PET images and compared to each other. The changes in AMT uptake were also compared to interval changes in tumoral contrast enhancement and FLAIR signal changes as defined by the RANO criteria [43] .
Results
Three patients with recurrent primary GBM enrolled in the ancillary study. Their individual characteristics and treatment course are summarized in Table 1 and described immediately below. Patients received TMZ and indoximod as per protocol for two or more cycles.
Patient 1
Patient #1 was a 36 year old with IDH wild type (IDHwt), MGMT promoter unmethylated GBM. After treatment with standard radiochemotherapy, she was surgically treated again with resection of recurrent tumor. She underwent a post-operative pre-treatment MRI and AMT-PET. The patient completed two 28 days cycles of indoximod and TMZ, followed by reimaging with MRI and AMT-PET. The patient initiated treatment on-study with 2 mg dexamethasone, daily, which was further increased to 12 mg, daily, for symptoms associated with headaches, nausea, and weakness. The patient was taken off study after two cycles due to clinical and radiographic progression. The patient died of disease progression 5 and ½ months after initiating concurrent indoximod and TMZ treatment.
On-treatment MRI demonstrated progression of both enhancing and FLAIR lesions ( Fig. 1) with associated clinical decline necessitating higher steroid doses. Different regions of the enhancing lesion demonstrated distinct findings with respect to AMT-PET uptake. In the posterior component of the lesion, there was increased AMT uptake at baseline (SUV ratio 1.65), consistent with active tumor, while the medial component showed low AMT uptake (Fig. 1 ). After treatment with the IDO1 pathway inhibitor, a decrease of AMT uptake was evident in the posterior portion: a result suggesting some effects due to therapeutic intervention. Surprisingly, a large increase in uptake of AMT was evident in the medial portion (from 1.28 to 2.10 SUV ratio), along with the expansion of the contrast-enhancing area, suggesting progression for this portion of the tumor.
Patient 2
Patient #2 was 63 years old, with IDHwt, MGMT promoter methylated GBM, and who received standard radiochemotherapy for initial treatment of primary tumor. Upon determination of tumor progression, the patient underwent pretreatment MRI and AMT-PET. He then received two cycles of indoximod and TMZ followed by on-treatment AMT-PET. There was clinical and radiographic progression at 1 month following a 3rd cycle of indoximod and TMZ, at which point the patient was taken off study and received further lines of treatment. He is alive 24 months after initiation of indoximod with TMZ therapy for progressive disease. He was not provided steroids during the course of study treatment.
On-treatment MRI demonstrated progression in the enhancing lesions (Fig. 2) and surrounding areas of increased FLAIR signal. This correlated with the development of aphasia which continued to progress after AMT-PET imaging, and resulted in the patient being taken off study. Initial AMT-PET results revealed a higher SUV ratio in the posterior nodule than in the anterior-lateral contrast-enhancing mass (2.33 vs. 1.72), with both results providing consistency with tumor burden (Fig. 2) . Ontreatment AMT-PET showed stable AMT uptake in the larger anterior mass despite progression on MRI (suggesting pseudo-progression), while the SUV ratio showed a mild increase in the posterior nodule (to 2.5), a less than 10% change that could be intrasubject variability. PET kinetic analysis showed a more robust interval decrease in AMT K ratios in both lesions (2.04-1.6 in the anterior, and 1.27-1.14 in the posterior lesion): a result suggesting decreased AMT metabolic rates and potentially associated with IDO1 pathway modulation. Tumor/cortex k 3 ratios also decreased. The length of survival for this patient (> 18 months after 2nd progression) suggests that the clinical and MRI results may have reflected pseudoprogression, and that the patient's tumor may have responded to IDO pathway inhibitor treatment.
Patient 3
Patient #3 was a 46 year old with IDHwt, MGMT promoter unmethylated GBM, and received radiochemotherapy plus tumor treating fields following the initial surgery. Upon progression, he underwent a pre-treatment MRI and AMT-PET, and then initiated indoximod and TMZ treatment. He developed a rapid clinical progression with radiographic indication of cerebrospinal fluid dissemination, following one cycle of treatment for recurrent tumor. Pre-treatment MRI or AMT-PET imaging results did not show evidence of CSF dissemination. Due to the rapid clinical decline, the patient did not undergo repetitive on-treatment imaging. The patient was taken off study following the initial cycle of treatment and died 2 months after beginning indoximod with TMZ.
Pre-treatment MRI and AMT-PET results showed regions of variable AMT uptake within the enhancing lesion, and SUV ratios consistent with active tumor (1.73) (Fig. 3) .
Discussion
In the current study, we evaluated three patients diagnosed with recurrent IDHwt GBM with variable MGMT methylation status and treated with a combination of the Trp mimetic, indoximod, and TMZ. No objective responses were demonstrated, although the results from our analysis provide new information and observations that warrant further consideration, including: (i) heterogeneous intratumoral tryptophan uptake in recurrent GBM patients, potentially reflecting IDO activity; (ii) AMT-PET imaging as a biomarker for evaluating the GBM patient response to indoximod; and (iii) AMT-PET as a future modality for distinguishing pseudoprogression as compared to true progression, in patients treated with indoximod. MRI post-contrast imaging is known to be impacted by tumor, as well as by acute and delayed effects of radiation and systemic therapy. With systemic therapies, progressive d) for patient 2. Pretreatment MRI showed two contrast-enhancing foci, and both foci showed high AMT SUV ratios on PET consistent with tumor recurrence, but the posterior lesion (arrows) showed substantially higher values (2.33) than the anterior-lateral mass (1.72, arrowheads). On-treatment and MRI (d) demonstrated an expansion of the contrast enhancing area (from 4.5 cm 2 to 6.0 cm 2 ) and associated hypointense region of the anterior mass, while the SUV ratio remained stable (1.76), suggesting pseudo-progression. The smaller, posterior nodule was stable on repeat MRI (0.8 cm 2 and 0.9 cm 2 on baseline and follow-up, respectively) and showed a mild increase in AMT SUV ratios (to 2.5) on PET. AMT-PET kinetic analysis showed a decrease in tumor/cortex K-ratios in both lesions (2.04-1.6 in the anterior, and 1.27-1.14 in the posterior lesion), suggesting decreased AMT metabolism consistent with IDO enzyme blockade enhancement in the setting of no true tumor growth (i.e., pseudoprogression) has been reported with traditional alkylating agents [44] , as well as with immunotherapies [45, 46] . Intense, treatment-induced inflammation may lead to progressive MRI changes as a result of immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy [46] . While a widely acknowledged phenomenon, the incidence of GBM pseudoprogression in relation to immunotherapies is unknown. It is reasonable to assume that the incidence and the timing of pseudoprogression will vary between the specific immunotherapy(s) used. It would also be expected that the use of alkylating agents in MGMT promoter methylated patients, tumor-intrinsic factors (i.e., molecular profile) as well as treatment-specific factors (steroid use) could influence the likelihood of pseudoprogression developing.
PET imaging is particularly attractive as a non-invasive, quantitative assessment of therapeutic activity and/or responsiveness to immunotherapeutic strategies for patients diagnosed with malignant glioma. Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET has been the modality most frequently utilized in clinical imaging of malignancy. Its role is undergoing investigation in recurrent GBM [47] . Other PET probes are also under investigation. A recent study demonstrated the feasibility of PET probes targeting deoxycytidine kinase to evaluate immune cell aggregation in gliomas [48] . While this technique requires further evaluation in a clinical setting, amino acid PET is currently available to patients and has shown the ability to differentiate between pseudoprogression and GBM recurrence [49] . The effectiveness of IDO1 enzyme inhibitors to substantially block the conversion of Trp into Kyn may be further supported by assessments of intratumoral AMT uptake. The prognostic utility of AMT-PET imaging at a single time point in patients with progressive grade 3 and 4 gliomas has been previously demonstrated [34] . Increased intratumoral AMT (SUV mean and SUV max ) at the time of recurrence, but prior to initiation of treatment for recurrent disease, was associated with shorter survival. Serial AMT-PET imaging has also been performed in several patients with recurrent GBM, prior to-and actively receiving-tumor treating fields therapy, and has demonstrated an interval decrease in intratumoral AMT uptake as a potential indication of a response to treatment. Some of the AMT-PET changes occurred prior to responses observed by conventional MRI imaging [35] . Thus, an interval decrease in AMT uptake ratios during indoximod treatment is unlikely to be associated with tumor progression, even if MRI showed progressive contrast enhancement.
Our study is in-line with previous observations and suggests that, the treatment of rGBM patients with the Trp mimetic, indoximod, provides an impact on AMT-PET imaging in the tumor. A limitation of our current study is that the static PET images do not differentiate between tracer uptake versus trapping changes, directly related to transport versus metabolic activity, respectively. However, the results for patient #2 were particularly interesting, since we were able to quantify tracer kinetics, before and after treatment with indoximod. Patient #2 showed the highest baseline SUV tumor/cortex ratio, which is a negative prognostic factor [34] , along with MRI signs suggestive of on-treatment progression. However, AMT uptake showed an interval decrease, with kinetic comparisons suggestive of a decreased metabolism of Trp. Interestingly, Patient #2 also possessed the longest OS of the three patients in our study and supports future serial imaging of GBM with AMT-PET for patients receiving IDO1 pathway blockade therapy. However, the potential for AMT-PET to serve as a predictive biomarker for GBM response to immunotherapy requires future validation in a prospective trial.
A minor limitation of utilizing AMT-PET to image IDO1-associated Trp uptake is that, although intratumoral IDO1 metabolism is suspected to be a major factor associated with this process, it's notable that additional enzymes associated with Trp metabolism exist. Namely, tryptophan dioxygenase (TDO), as well as tryptophan hydroxylase 1 (TPH1) and TPH2, collectively possess the ability to convert Trp into downstream metabolites. Although TDO is highly expressed in a majority of patient-resected GBM [9, 50] it's considered to be an unlikely contributor to AMT uptake, based on the high specificity for unmodified l-Trp [51, 52] . In contrast, AMT is readily converted by TPH enzyme [53] , and while the expression levels for the serotonergic pathway catalysts are currently unknown in GBM, they are the subject of an ongoing investigation. Moving forward, clinical study designs combining AMT-PET imaging, kinetic analyses of both tumor and serum for Trp and Kyn levels, as well as the use of an IDO1 enzyme inhibitor, would provide better resolution to the differentiation between changes in AMT transport versus Trp metabolism, as well as its relationship to IDO1-specific enzyme activity. We will plan to pursue this within the context of a phase 1/2 trial of IDO inhibition in conjunction with radiotherapy and PD1 blockade in newly diagnosed GBM.
